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the best way to root your device is to use a root
management application that isnt tied to a particular
manufacturer or platform. the most popular app is
probably magisk, but you can also use supersu or
slimbus to root your device. both apps are open-
source, and youre free to use them to root your phone
whenever you feel like it. there are a lot of benefits to
rooting your device, and you will want to do so if youre
someone who isnt satisfied with the default android
operating system. one of the biggest things is the
additional customization you can do, but it also
provides you with more control. your device isnt just a
collection of applications and media stored on a file
system anymore; it is now a computer that can run
and interact with programs of its own. what you can
do with that is very limited without root access.
droidapps is a website that puts many of the best root
guides and tutorials into one place, so you can get
some in-depth tutorials without spending hours
searching. you can also read about any problems or
issues you encounter as you make your way through
the root process. you can find the root tutorial and
instructions for lenovo z5 l78011 here, and be sure to
browse for other tutorials in the droidapps database.
to find the magisk zip file for your device, you can look
in the magisk manager. theres a folder called 'mirror'
in the root of the magisk manager. theres also a
'backup' folder. click on that folder and select the 'zip'
option. this will generate a zip file for your device.
unzip that file and you will get the magisk framework.
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you can now go to the play store and install any apps
that you want. however, the other apps installed from
the play store will not be able to access root. you need
to make them root friendly by enabling root access. in
the magisk hide app, go to the root settings section.

enable root access by making sure that the hide
button is enabled. if you want to be able to still use

root-unfriendly apps, make sure that the hide button is
disabled. first of all, you need a custom recovery to
install magisk on your phone. and here, we have to

mention that our custom recovery is compatible with
all the custom recoveries available on the play store,
so you dont need to worry about that. but if you are

looking for one, then you can install twrp recovery for
lenovo z5 l78011. the easiest method to flash a

custom recovery is using a custom recovery app. so, if
you want to install twrp recovery then, you need to

install a custom recovery app in your lenovo z5
l78011. here, we have included two recovery apps one
is cwm recovery and the other is magisk. you can use

one of these two recovery apps according to your
needs. magisk is a one-click root tool. it is a great

solution to root your phone without having to install a
custom recovery. it supports all the custom recoveries
available in the play store, which means that all you

need to do is download it, flash it, and root your
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device. but the good thing is that magisk will not ask
you to unlock your bootloader when you flash the
recovery. so, in case you dont want to unlock the

bootloader, then flashing magisk recovery wont ask
you to unlock the bootloader. just follow these steps to

install magisk. 5ec8ef588b
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